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For the NARYN 
site, the French-
Israeli VENµS 
mission gathered 
47 scenes in 2019 
and 46 in 2020 at 
5 m spatial 
resolution and in 
12 spectral bands. 

In July 2021, we 
sampled  12 sites 
within VENµS 
footprint using 
paired orthogonal 
100 m transects to 
characterize plant 
community, 
pasture health, 
and subpixel 
heterogeneity. 



Site 
N01
on 

11JUL21

Seasonal 
Pasture



Few high-quality DESIS data acquired in either growing season compared to VENµS data 

Of 5 high-quality scenes in 2019 
provided data for 2 sites.

Of the 8 high-quality scenes in 2020, 
just 1 date showed all 12 sites.



On geolocation errors

We found several of the available DESIS scenes had large 
geolocation errors. We contacted support at Teledyne Brown 
and Heath Lester explained: “[O]ur geolocation process uses 
existing high geometric accuracy global reference data to find ground 
control points through image matching. If image matching is not 
possible, then our process relies on on-orbit position and attitude 
measurements, ground geometric calibration, and the calibrated 
boresight angles for the geolocation. When that secondary method is 
used, the average error can be 300 – 500 meters and up to 1 km.

In the case of these tiles, it appears a combination of high sun zenith 
angles during collection and the mountainous terrain of the AOI led to 
strong shadowing which did not allow for the global reference data to 
be used (different shadowing). So, the other method for geolocation 
was used which likely led to the offsets you see.”  

From 40 DESIS scenes available for our target area, 13 images 
had used the backup process for geolocation and exhibited big 
errors. Of 27 using BRISK for image matching, 6 scenes had 
RMSE in the x and/or y direction >30m. Geolocation in rugged 
terrain remains a challenge for a sensor on the ISS. 



True color 
composites

VENµS @ 11:56 
local time 

DESIS @ 14:09
local time 

Higher spatial 
resolution of the 
VENµS data is 
evident

DESIS image 
shows more 
clouds and cloud 
shadows due to 
its mid-afternoon 
overpass



Preparation of DESIS surface 
reflectance data to compare with 
VENµS surface reflectance data

DESIS Quality mask per band 
(“QL_QUALITY-1”)
• Layer Nbands: Pixel quality mask

DESIS Quality mask per image
(“QL_QUALITY-2”)
• Layer 1: Shadow
• Layer 2: Clear land we selected clear land

• Layer 3: Snow pixel  and left in the snow 

Layer 4: Haze over land
• Layer 5: Haze over water
• Layer 6: Cloud over land
• Layer 7: Cloud over water
• Layer 8: Clear water pixel
• Layer 9: Aerosol optical thickness value
• Layer 10: Perceptible water vapor value

Download DESIS L2A 
product

Extract surface 
reflectance image & 
two quality masks

Apply scale factor 
(/10000) and remove 

<0.01 & >1

Apply quality mask 
QL1 (if !=0 then filter 

out)

Calculate AVIS using 
start and end of 

VENµS bands and 
then their average 

value

Apply quality mask 
QL2: 

Layer 1 = 0,
L2 = 1, L4-7 = 0

AVIS: Advanced Vegetation Index Suite for DESIS 
bands simulating VENµS bands

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

NDVI = (B[175-186] – B[101-107])  /(B[175-186] + B[101-107])

Erectophile canopy Chlorophyll Index using red-edge

ECIre = (B[149-151] / B[133-134]) – 1 

Anthocyanin Index

AI = (B[149-151] / B[55-66]) – (B[149-151] / B[116-120])

Chlorophyll/Carotenoid Index for MODIS bands 

CCIm = (B[55-66] – B[81-92]) / (B[55-66] + B[81-92])

To simulate the VENµS bands using the DESIS data, we 
simply averaged the DESIS bands across the range 
corresponding to the VENµS bands.



False color 
composites

Red: Anthocyanin 
Index
Green: NDVI
Blue: Chlorophyll/
Carotenoid Index 
for MODIS bands

Note: 
•quality masking 

omits many pixels 
•bright patches 

indicate higher 
values in all three 
indices

•highlighted area 
of dark blue 
“haze” in DESIS



False color 
composites

Red: Anthocyanin 
Index
Green: Erectophile 
canopy Chlorophyll 
Index using red-edge
Blue: Chlorophyll/
Carotenoid Index

Note:
•the red-edge 

index brings out 
more spatial 
heterogeneity in 
the landscape 
than the NDVI 

•persistence of the 
blue “haze” in 
DESIS scene



The blue “haze” in the DESIS false color composite of AVIS components appears due to 
lower reflectance values near areas of clouds, cloud shadows, and perhaps haze over 
land that have not been masked out by the Quality-2 masks. 



2020 VENµS and DESIS NDVI site: N01
DOY 174
22 JUN

DOY 217
04 AUG

DOY 113
22 APR

Sites N01, N16, and N17 are transitional pastures with 
livestock grazing the area from late May through mid-
June in 2020 and again later in the year.  Resulting 
multimodal patterns are evident in the VENµS time series. 

DOY 289
15 OCT

Mean NDVI 
shown with min & 
max values within 
a 50 m radius of 
transect center.

Of 12 sites within 
VENµS footprint, 
only 4 sites in 2020 
had 4 dates with 
useful DESIS data.



In temperate grasslands, Accumulated Growing Degree-Days (AGDD) provide a good proxy for insolation, 
which is the primary constraint on net primary production in normal to wet years.   Here two VIs—NDVI 
and ECIre—are plotted as a function of AGDD based on MODIS LST.  Note the multimodality.

Are these VI decreases from 
passages of livestock herds 
through the pasture and/or 
a phenological signature 
around 1500 °C AGDD?

Red-edge Index 
offers a wider range 
of values than 
corresponding NDVI



Landscape engineers in action 
on a summer pasture…



SITE N01SITE N01AI

ECIre

CCIm

SITE N16 SITE N18SITE N17

Mean NDVI 
with min & 
max values 
within 50 m 
radius



Thank you for your attention!
henebryg@msu.edu 

Observations

• DESIS provides high spectral resolution imagery that complements other RS data.

• Compared DESIS imagery from 2019 & 2020 with VENµS image time series for Naryn, KG.

• Many DESIS images were acquired over the target area; only a few were useful.

• Geolocation errors over mountains: Need multiple shadow models for image matching?

• DESIS Quality Masks show multiple limitations detecting haze, clouds & cloud shadows.

• Vegetation indices calculated from DESIS bands simulated to match VENµS band 
responses exhibited comparable seasonality and spatial heterogeneity. 

• However, too few DESIS images were available to capture transhumance dynamics.

• Currently, we are exploring the DESIS data in KG collected outside of the VENµS footprint.
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